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SCSC Announces a Sale on the Scannerz Product Line Until April 30, 2013
Published on 04/25/13
Software and Computer Systems Company, LLC, the creators of the highly acclaimed Scannerz
line of hard drive and system testing tools has announced a sale through the end of April
on all versions of Scannerz, including Scannerz with FSE, Scannerz with FSE-Lite, and
Scannerz Lite. During this time frame, these products will be discounted by 15%. The sale
will formally end at April 30, 2013 at 11:59PM EST.
Reston, Virginia - Software and Computer Systems Company, LLC (SCSC) has announced a
sale
on all available packages of Scannerz with FSE, Scannerz with FSE-Lite, and Scannerz Lite
for the Mac OS X operating system. The sale will end at midnight on April 30, 2013. Every
package combination will be discounted by 15% during this time.
"We're offering this discount to encourage people to come and visit our web site, become
more familiar with our products, and to explore all the information we have available to
Mac users. We've recently upgraded our web site with numerous new articles intended to
help Mac users with problems they may be having with their systems, and they're not all
product related. Our article on using Activity Monitor to help troubleshoot performance
problems with Mountain Lion has been extremely popular. New entries include an article
that can help a user tell if they have hard drive problems, an article describing how to
clone a drive using Disk Utility on Mountain Lion, and finally a step by step introduction
describing how to use Scannerz and Scannerz Lite to perform basic tests."
SCSC has indicated that this pricing will be in effect only until April 30, 2013, but the
company likes to stress the fact that all upgrades to any of their products are free of
charge.
The discounted pricing for the products will be as follows:
* Scannerz with FSE will be reduced to $38.21
* Scannerz with FSE-Lite will be reduced to $29.71
* Scannerz Lite will be reduced to $15.26
Software and Computer Systems Company:
http://www.scsc-online.com
Scannerz with FSE-Lite for Mac OS X:
http://www.scsc-online.com/Scannerz.html
FSE for Mac OS X:
http://www.scsc-online.com/FSE.html
Purchase:
http://shop.scsc-online.com

Software and Computer Systems Company, LLC (SCSC) was formed in 2005. It is legally
licensed to do business as a limited liability company in accordance with the laws of the
State of Virginia. Originally, SCSC focussed on producing its own line of cross platform
software tools using Java. The applications consisted of performance enhancing application
tools, engineering and scientific tools, and tools for the medical sciences. In 2008, SCSC
changed its focus and became dedicated primarily to developing products for use on the Mac
OS X and IOS operating systems. SCSC's product line up for Mac OS X currently consists of
Scannerz with FSE, Scannerz with FSE-Lite, FSE, and SpotOff with Spot-O-Meter. Scannerz is
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a hard drive scanning tool, FSE is a file system events monitor, and FSE-Lite is a less
capable version of FSE and is included in all base versions of Scannerz. SpotOff and
Spot-O-Meter allow a user to control and monitor Spotlight activity. Copyright (C)
2005-2013 Software and Computer Systems Company, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo and Mac OS X platforms are trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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